We respect other people color of skin cause... sad, mad, hurt and it just might hurt their friends feelings.
Everyone Deserves TO BE Treated WITH Dignity & Respect

These four kids are friends even though they are different. The first boy has a broken arm and the second boy is an American. The third boy is an African American and the girl has a broken leg.
In my drawing, I drew all of the boys and girls all around the world playing together and treating each other with dignity and respect.
A teammate misses a goal and the other one cheers him on.
My artwork shows that where ever you live, you still have the right to do what others can do. Everyone deserves dignity and respect.
This is a picture of a girl in a cast and she show respect and the teacher shows dignity to me.
A boy and a girl getting married on a farm in Wisconsin.
My drawing is about treating others the way I would want to be treated and not being selfish. If I was hungry I would want someone to donate food.
One guy told another guy that he had a nice shot after he made a basket. The guy that shot the ball was different from the other guys.
There are two people working and talking about being cool and good workers.
Someone who bought a book and the people say thank you and that is being polite manners to other people.
First it is a boy playing and he shares with the little girl next to him then the little girl respects her color and helps her bring her bags in.
My picture is about how a young child is helping an elderly disabled person by opening the door for him. This shows both dignity and respect.
I drew three boys. One bully, one is feeling sad and another is telling him no matter what you do you should be treated equally.
I think dignity means being respectful to yourself and others. I represented dignity by coloring everyone's shirt different; just because someone looks different, we all deserve to be treated nicely. I think respect means being polite and kind to everyone. I represented respect by having speech bubbles saying please, smile, thank you, and you're welcome. That's the description of my picture and I hope you like it!